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1.0 Abstract
Meme coins began as a joke, as a way of 

adding light-hearted elements to the 

crypto space. Dogecoin is the forerunner 

of memecoins, which was designed to 

make the concept of Bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrencies relatable. In the past 

when people thought about meme 

coins, their minds wandered to joke coins 

with no use cases, but times seem to be 

changing with the coming of 

revolutionary meme coins like Kitsoonay. 




At the moment, meme coins act as a 

bridge between the general populace 

and the intriguing elements that DeFi 

and NFT’s offer. When outsiders think 

about Decentralized Finance, their minds 

wander into an esoteric world that is 

difficult to understand. 

People feel that DeFi features should only be 

enjoyed by a select few, especially professional 

traders, but that is not the case. Meme coins 

that are building DeFi protocols like Kitsoonay 

are altering this trend. Crypto enthusiasts are 

more likely to use DeFi features on meme coins 

because the user experience is top-notch. The 

experience is simplified for everyone, be it new 

users or professional traders. 


Another use case of meme coins can be seen in 

NFT ecosystems, as some are improving the 

Play-to-Earn ecosystem with their innovations. 

They are making it cheap for people to gain 

entrance into the metaverse without spending a 

lot on the minimum requirements.


The concept of the meme coin has evolved from 

merely being a joke to one that possesses 

innovative features.


People feel that DeFi features should only be 
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traders, but that is not the case. Meme coins 

that are building DeFi protocols like Kitsoonay 

are altering this trend. Crypto enthusiasts are 

more likely to use DeFi features on meme coins 

because the user experience is top-notch. The 

experience is simplified for everyone, be it new 
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NFT ecosystems, as some are improving the 

Play-to-Earn ecosystem with their innovations. 
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merely being a joke to one that possesses 

innovative features.




1.1 Introduction
Decentralized Finance is an important 

aspect of blockchain technology, 

incorporating features that traditional 

finance does not possess. This is a branch 

of finance that offers incredible 

functionalities that are dependent on 

secure distributed ledgers. 


Decentralized finance removes the need 

for middlemen or intermediaries in 

transactions, reducing the counterparty 

risks that users face. Typically, DeFi 

functions effectively with blockchain and 

smart contract technologies. In 

decentralized finance protocols, users 

can trade, lend, borrow funds, earn 

returns and do much more. 


People are embracing this concept 

because of the freedom it avails them, 

allowing them to carry out transactions

 without worrying about a third party 

influencing the situation. 


Kitsoonay is a meme coin that is incorporating 

decentralized financial functionalities into its 

operations. As a true form of a DeFi Protocol, 

users can swap tokens without needing a 

centralized authority. They can lend and borrow 

funds, as well as enjoy other types of DeFi 

features. 


DeFi offers more control to users in the aspect of 

managing their money, choosing the services 

they want, and much more. Peer-to-peer and 

peer-to-contract transactions are the order of 

the day in DeFi protocols like Kitsoonay.


In the ancient Japanese epoch, there lived foxes 

that bore the power to improve their knowledge 

and paranormal abilities as they grew older. 

During this period, foxes were endowed with the 

ability to shapeshift into human form, mingling 

with humans and learning their ways.

2.0 Kitsoonay: An Overview


 Depending on the folklore one listened to, the 

Kitsune or fox spirits were viewed as friends and 

guardians. 


As a homage to the Japanese tale, the Kitsoonay 

was birthed. Kitsoonay imbibes the element of 

the Japanese Kitsune folklore, which is the 

friendly spirit. 


Kitsoonay acts as an approachable platform for 

those that want to bask in decentralized finance 

functionalities. For a while, people have 

erroneously nursed the notion that DeFi was 

quite difficult to master, and Kitsoonay is 

changing this line of thought. This is made 

possible with the incredible user-friendly 

features that it will offer. 


There are a wide array of tutorials that make it 

easy to trade, lend, borrow and enjoy other 

features that Kitsoonay offers. Imagine having a 

friendly community by your side to navigate 

through the ever-changing world of 

decentralized finance. 



2.1 Kitsoonay: Our Solutions


Kitsoonay is a meme coin ecosystem that 
is altering the image of meme coins and 
decentralized finance with its innovative 
features. People favor it because of some 
elements that will be discussed below. 


• User-friendly


When the term Decentralized Finance is 
stated, people think of a difficult aspect 
of the blockchain space that is frustrating 
to understand, unlike NFTs. As a meme 
coin, Kitsoonay is injecting fun and 
friendliness into the DeFi space, making 
the process of lending, borrowing, 
swapping, using a cross-chain bridge, 
and much more an easy experience. 


During the design of the platform, a lot is 
being considered for the creation of its 
user interface. 


• Highly scalable 


Every crypto enthusiast is always seeking 
platforms that are highly scalable,which 
encourages fast transactions. Congested 
network discourages them because it comes 
with slow transaction speed and high 
transaction costs. 


One of the reasons that Kitsoonay opted for the 
Binance Smart Chain is because it wanted its 
community members to enjoy different features 
without worrying about the lack of scalability.


• Cheap transaction cost 


Transactions on Kitsoonay are more affordable 
than what is obtainable elsewhere. Imagine 
swapping tokens without having to spend a lot 
in fees. Picture having to use a cross-chain 
bridge without worrying about cutthroat prices.


• Wide array of features


Kitsoonay has a wide array of features in one 
ecosystem. Crypto enthusiasts that want to 
swap tokens in a decentralized environment can 
seamlessly do that on KItsoonay. 


Users can benefit from injecting liquidity to earn 
returns on Kitsoonay. There is also a cross-chain 
bridge, university, and much more in this 
intriguing ecosystem. 


2.1.2 Token Swap/ Decentralized Exchange


Kitsoonay intends to create a decentralized 
token swapping platform that allows users to 
seamlessly exchange their tokens without the 
need for a centralized authority. 


Users do not have to give up control of their 
tokens before they can swap, which is common 
in custodial exchanges. Custodial or centralized 
exchanges force their users to deposit their 
funds in a custodial wallet on the platform 
before they can make any trades. This can be



 risky, especially if the custodial trading 
platform is attacked. 


Risks of attacks are reduced in the 
Decentralized Exchange we intend to 
create because we do not hold or store 
the tokens of users. 


2.1.3 Cross-Chain Bridge


Kitsoonay intends to design a cross-chain 
bridge that allows users to convert a 
token from one network to another 
network without stress. The design 
process will be done with both beginners 
and professional traders in mind. 


Gone are those days when crypto users 
had to be restricted to a blockchain 
during a transaction. With the cross-
chain bridge, for instance, a user can 
convert their BSC-based KITS to 
Ethereum-based KITS in a decentralized 
manner. 

2.1.4 Incubator


Imagine a world, where crypto startups can 
benefit from a crowdfunding facility that 
permits them to raise funds to develop their 
platforms. 


Kitsoonay, through its decentralized incubator, 
intends to link vetted crypto startups with 
community members that have idle funds. 


Crypto startups will actively benefit from a 
fundraising facility, advisory needs, marketing 
aid, and much more when they use our 
incubator. 


Potential investors will benefit from vetted 
crypto startups with incredible potential that 
can be explored at an early stage. 


2.1.5 Decentralized Autonomous Organization


Kitsoonay intends to evolve into a Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization in the future. As a 
DAO, the ecosystem will be controlled and 
managed by community members. 


To participate in the governance process, the 
person is expected to hold the native token of 
the platform, KITS. With the KITS token, the user 
can submit proposals, vote on changes, and 
contest to be a part of the governance council. 


Community members choose those that belong 
to the governance council. A governance council 
is a body of elected community members that 
see to the day-to-day running of the ecosystem. 
They are voted in by the community and can be 
recalled. 


Before any major decision is made, the 
community has to be consulted and a voting 
session must be held. 




2.1.6 Why Multichain?


Kitsoonay understands the importance 
of flexibility in the crypto space, and that 
is one of the reasons that it has decided 
to adopt Multichain Functionality. 


As a multichain ecosystem, users are not 
restricted to a feature on one network. 
Every feature on Kitsoonay will be 
multichain, from the decentralized 
exchange to the cross-chain bridge. 


2.1.7 Kitsoonay University 


People have misconstrued the concept 
of meme coins and decentralized finance 
for a long time. They erroneously feel that 
this field is meant for only a select few, 
which is not the case. 


Kitsoonay University is one of the 
brainchildren of our ecosystem. The aim 
of this feature is to tutor community 
members and the crypto industry about

 the ever-evolving terrain. There are different 
stages in the University designed to cater to the 
varying classes of users that we have. 


The beginner stage is designed for those that 
possess no idea of the blockchain space, 
especially decentralized finance. Knowledge is 
imbibed in community members in an easy-to-
understand manner. 


Each tier comes with benefits attached to them. 
Every stage comes with a tiered reward system. 
Kitsoonay wants to reward community 
members for learning through its NFT tiered 
system. 


Tier 1 or Beginner Stage comes with the first tail, 
which signifies the amount of time that has to 
be utilized in passing through the stage. Once 
the education is completed, a user can get to a 
maximum of nine tails in the form of NFT’s.





2.1.7.1 Blockchain Education


More people hear about blockchain daily, but 
they think that this technology is only used in 
cryptocurrencies, but that is far from reality. 
There will be segmented educational courses 
that intimate users on different aspects of this 
space. 


They will learn about DeFi, NFTs, roles in 
blockchain, smart contracts, and much more. 
This is our way of changing the way people view 
blockchain, especially decentralized finance. 


To incentivize people to be interested in the 
educational pieces that are available at 
Kitsoonay University, we will reward community 
members with different beneficial schemes. 




2.1.8 Liquidity Farming


As a decentralized ecosystem, Kitsoonay 
has a major stake in liquidity farming. 
One issue that existing decentralized 
platforms face is the lack of liquidity, 
which sometimes overshadows the perks 
that they offer the community. 


Crypto users do not want to spend a 
great deal worrying if they can swap their 
tokens because of low liquidity and high 
slippage. Kitsoonay solves this issue with 
the implementation of Automated 
Market Maker architecture into its 
decentralized exchange.  


As an AMM, community members are 
incentivized to provide liquidity in 
different pools in the exchange. For 
offering idle tokens for a period of time, 
the APY attached is usually lucrative. 


3.1 Token Utility


KITS is the native token of Kitsoonay ecosystem 
and it is crucial to access the features that this 
platform offers. Below are some of the use cases 
that the KITS token avails its holders. 


• Governance 


Kitsoonay intends to evolve into a Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization, meaning that the 
KITS token acts as the governance token. The 
ecosystem is always evolving and to be ahead of 
the changes, Kitsoonay will incorporate new 
changes rapidly. To do this, community 
members have to vote on proposed changes. 
Only those that hold the KITS tokens will be 
permitted to vote, and voting rights depend on 
the number of tokens that a person holds. 


A community member may have a proposal of 
changes that they feel would change the 
ecosystem. To submit the proposal for voting, 
the user must possess a certain amount of KITS 
tokens. This is to ensure that only those that

3.0 Kitsoonay: Native Token
KITS is a Multichain token that will be 
available on several blockchains starting with 
the Binance Smart Chain. The decision to 
begin with BSC is to allow community 
members to seamlessly carry out 
transactions without paying a lot in gas fees. 
KITS will be compatible with BSC, Ethereum, 
and other chains.  


As the native token of the Kitsoonay 
ecosystem, KITS will act as the key to the 
incredible features that are available. By 
holding the token, users can gain entrance 
into the intriguing decentralized features that 
the ecosystem offers. They can also bask in 
returns when the user stakes KITS to earn an 
APY. 


KITS token has a maximum supply of 10 
trillion KITS tokens. A 3% tax is charged on 
every purchase and sale that is made, 
meaning that it goes to the Kitsoonay 
treasury. The tax will be used in developing 
the architecture of the Kitsoonay ecosystem. 



 have a stake in Kitsoonay can suggest 

ideas, thereby reducing the chances of 

the ecosystem being spammed. 


As a way of improving the DeFi 

community, Kitsoonay intends to invest 

in new crypto startups, thereby 

heightening the wealth of KITS holders. 

Before the decision to invest in a startup 

is made, holders of the tokens will be 

allowed to vote. This happens after the 

transition of Kitsoonay to a DAO. 


• Transaction fees


Transaction fees for using the features on 

Kitsoonay are paid in KITS. Our 

ecosystem has a myriad of functionalities 

that interest the DeFi community. Most, if 

not all, of the transactions that happen 

on the platform are charged a minute 

fee, which is denominated in the KITS 

token. 

• Returns


As a decentralized financial platform, liquidity 

pools are needed. This pool ensures that users 

can swap tokens without a middleman or 

intermediary. When a user swaps tokens in our 

DEX, they are trading against a smart contract, 

making it a peer-to-contract exchange. 


Holders of idle tokens can deposit or inject 

liquidity into any of our pools to earn a high level 

of return. This is an aspect of yield farming. The 

returns of yield farming on Kitsoonay are 

denominated in KITS. 


• Listed in exchanges


KITS utility will also be found in exchanges such 

as centralized and decentralized trading 

platforms. It will be part of trading pairs in our 

Kitsoonay decentralized exchange. 

To benefit from any feature on Kitsoonay, it is 

advisable to have KITS pay the transaction 

fee. 


• Staking


As a Proof of Stake ecosystem, community 

members are rewarded for staking their KITS 

token. This involves binding the native token 

to the network using a node or validator. The 

aim of validators in a Proof of Stake platform 

can not be overemphasized, especially since 

they are needed to verify transactions. As 

more tokens are staked, the higher the 

returns that are given to the owner. 


It is crucial to note that the APY of staking 

varies based on some conditions. Kitsoonay 

uses a tiered system that rewards those that 

stake for a longer period. The APY increases 

based on the duration of the staking period. 




People can trade the token on different 
types of exchanges while enjoying 
trading functionalities such as spot 
trading, margin trading, futures trading, 
derivatives trading, options trading, and 
much more. 


• Investment 


KITS will be used in investing in other 
platforms. Kitsoonay has made it its 
mission to improve the decentralized 
finance ecosystem and drive the massive 
adoption of the incredible functionalities 
that it offers.


Our community will give grants that are 
denominated in KITS tokens to external 
developers to create their innovations. 

3.3 Treasury


Every DeFi and meme coin ecosystem with a 
great utility understands the importance of 
having a well-funded treasury. 


The treasury will be stockpiled with funds that 
are made from the transaction fees that are 
earned from the Kitsoonay ecosystem. 


Secondly, the treasury will be fed from the 
returns on investment that Kitsoonay earns 
from the investments that it made in other 
platforms, both DeFi protocols and NFT 
platforms. 


Thirdly, funds in the treasury may be made 
available on a loan term to other platforms or 
even community members with an interest rate 
attached to it. The interest earned makes up a 
part of the Treasury. 


The funds in the treasury will be managed by 
the DAO, once the ecosystem becomes fully 
decentralized. In that case, they decide on the 
ways the funds are utilized. 

3.2 Token Distribution


Token Distribution


Token Name: Kitsoonay Token


Toker Name: KITS


Total Number of Tokens: 10,000,000,000,000


Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20 token)


Tax: 3%


Strategic Partnerships: 1,000,000,000,000 KITS 

Presale: 3,000,000,000,000 

Ecosystem Rewards: 1,000,000,000,000 

Liquidity: 500,000,000,000 

Charity Treasury: 500,000,000,000 

Ecosystem Reserve: 2,500,000,000,000 

Gaming Development: 1,500,000,000,000 

(10%)


(30%)


(10%)


(5%)


(5%)


(25%)


(15%)



Typically, the treasury will fund the 
development of this ecosystem, used in 
investing in other platforms, given out as 
loans, and used in other ways as 
prescribed by the community.  


3.4 Token Appreciation Program


Kitsoonay is a community-centric 
ecosystem that has several reward 
systems for loyal and active community 
members. This is to reward those that are 
actively improving the architecture of the 
Kitsoonay ecosystem.


Community members that stand out 
through community moderation, sharing 
information about the ecosystem, 
submitting proposals of changes, and 
doing other similar activities will be 
rewarded through the token 
appreciation program.


Sometimes, the token appreciation program 
may be accompanied with events that 
potential recipients have to participate in to 
win.


Every token appreciation event will be 
different from others and the rules will differ 
from one another.

4.0 Kitsoonay: Our 
Roadmap
The roadmap is evolving and if any changes 
are made to it, it may be communicated to 
the community via official channels 

Phase 1

KITS Token launch

Early Adoption Staking

Private Sale

Public Sale

Listing on Exchanges 

Airdrops


Phase 2

Smart Contracts

Decentralized Exchange Launch

KITS Liquidity Pools

Staking

Incubator

Multichain Functionality



Phase 3

Kitsoonay University

Cross Chain Bridge 

Governance

Treasury Pool

Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization

Token Appreciation Programs



5.0 Disclaimer

IMPORTANT: YOU MUST READ THE FOLLOWING DISCLAIMER


The distribution (the “Token Distribution”) of the “Kitsoonay” or “KITS” (the “Tokens”), to be used by users (“Users”) of the Kitsoonay platform (“Platform”) developed by the 
Kitsoonay team (collectively, the “Project Group”) as detailed in this whitepaper (“Whitepaper”), is only intended for, made to or directed at, persons who are not Excluded 
Persons (as defined herein), and may be acted upon only by such persons. Moreover, this Whitepaper is not, is not intended to be, and should not be construed to be, a 
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to and should not be construed to constitute an offer of shares or securities of any form, units in a business 
trust, units in a collective investment scheme or any other form of investment or regulated product, or a solicitation for any form of investment or regulated product in any 
jurisdiction. No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. This Whitepaper has not been registered with any 
regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.


The focus of this Whitepaper is on the Project and the KITS Token Distribution. You may have received, been in possession of or perused this Whitepaper, which contains 
additional important (related) information about the Kitsoonay project (or, the “Project”), including the Platform, the Tokens and their respective functions. This Whitepaper 
and such other documents as may be published by the  Project team in relation to the Project, each as may be amended, modified, or supplemented from time to time 
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Project Documents”) are intended to be read in conjunction with one another for the purpose of any proposed purchase or use of 
Tokens.


For the avoidance of doubt, all Project Documents are subject to all disclaimers, restrictions, notices, and legal provisions contained in this Whitepaper.


By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be), you represent and warrant to the token vendor of 
the Token Distribution (the “Token Vendor”) that:


1. you are not an Excluded Person;


2. you have read the entirety of this Whitepaper and understand the risks entailed in your purchase of Tokens;


3. you agree to be bound by the limitations and restrictions described herein;


4. you acknowledge that this Whitepaper has been prepared for delivery to you so as not to assist you in making a decision as to whether to purchase Tokens;


5. you have agreed to carry out due diligence and speak to the appropriate authorities before purchasing any token; and


6. we shall not be held liable for any decisions you make from reading this whitepaper. 



